


Overview

The BN200 series is bi-color boiler water level gauge designed mainly 
for extremely high-pressure drums. The gauge meets ASME Section I 
–Power Boiler requirements, using high quality material and adhering 
to safety standards. The BN200 Bi-Color water level gauge can handle a 
maximum pressure of 220 kgf/cm2 (216 barG), and a maximum 
temperature of 701°F (372 °C)
The LUKING-AR glass is a specially engineered product for applications 
needing alkali resistance. When used in conjunction with the BN200 
gauge, the BN200ARB is able to reduce nearly all leakage from 
high-pressure boilers.

Principles of the BN200 Series Bi-Color water level gauge 

The air phase in the water level gauge is red and the liquid phase is 
green, ensuring a very clear visual of the water level. When the prism 
shaped liquid chamber of the water level gauge is filled with a clear 
liquid, due to the prism effect of the liquid chamber section, the light 
injected is bent extensively. However, when the liquid chamber is filled 
with air (gas) the light bending effect is slight and almost all of the 
injected light travels straight. 

When color filters (red/green or 
red/blue) are set in the illuminator, as 
show in the diagrams on the left, the 
following different light phenomena 
occur: red light is transmitted when air 
(gas) covers the glass surface while 
green light is transmitted when 
transparent liquid covers the surface. 

When air/gas covers the glass surface

When liquid covers the glass surface
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BN200 Series Structure
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Structure and standard materials of BN200 series

1. Structure and standard materials of model BN200E

n = Number of ports
*4n : Applicable for model BN200E 
*6n : Applicable for model BN201E
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Structure and standard materials of gauge valve for BN200 series

Model BY109C High-temperature High-pressure Valve

Safety Ball Check

Keeping safety standards in mind, a stainless steel ball is included in upper gauge valve and at the bottom of 
gauge body, to prevent high temperature water and steam from spouting in case the glass breaks.
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Port Assembly

Regarding the KLINPORT KP-30 Series

Developed for use with the BN200 series water level gauge, the 
KLINPORT KP-30 is a product with a high level of safety, able to 
withstand high temperature and pressure conditions.

The KLINPORT KP-30 is a composite unit comprised of a special metal 
ring fused to glass that is extremely heat resistant. This innovative 
product utilizes all the advantages of the properties that make up 
KLINPORT. We have obtained patents for this product in Japan and 
the USA, and the unique superiority of the technology involved has 
been clearly demonstrated.

As the glass and metal are integrally fused together, the KLINPORT is stronger than most glass products, 
reducing the chance of glass damage almost completely.

•   Configuration
The glass is fused to a tempered metal ring, and to avoid damage to 
the mica, the seal faces are polished to a smooth finish.

•   Pressure and heat resistance
The glass is fused to the ring in a tempered form which allows for 
excellent pressure resistance. The expansion coefficient of the metal 
frame and the glass have been made similar, and the heat resistance is 
obtained due to the special fusion process.

•   Shock impact properties
The metal frame and glass form a single integral body, giving the glass 
ample strength. This gives the glass outstanding vibration and shock 
impact-resistant properties.

•   Safety
Even if the glass cracks, as it is firmly pressed in by the metal frame, 
there would be no drop in strength of the glass and glass splinters 
would not fly out. This gives the KLINPORT an added layer of safety.
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Port Assembly - continued

Dimensions of KLINPORT KP-30 Series

Detail of BN200(E) Series Port Assembly
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Port Assembly - continued

Details of BN200 (ARB) Port Assembly

LUKING-AR® GLASS

History of Level �auge Problems in Boiler Applications

Glass is a recommended material when looking for corrosion resistance, but it is weak in conditions of high 
temperature steam, hot water and alkali solutions. Consequently, when glass is used in direct-reading liquid 
level gauges (water level gauges), all glass surfaces that come in contact with the process material are 
protected by a corrosion-resistant, transparent fluoropolymer or mica plate. Unfortunately, with this method, 
the protective fluoropolymers or plates need to be replaced periodically. 

Particularly in the case of mica plate used for boiler applications, the air bubbles which exist in the lamination 
cause a gap in the thermal expansion coefficient and thermally induce change, leading it to display a breathing 
effect and a separation phenomenon. Thus, the mica becomes unusable in a relatively short period of time. As 
a result, it has to be replaced on average once every few months with a maximum operatational duration of a 
year.

This results in increased costs for replacement and maintenance work, and the necessity for regular 
inspections in the case of direct reading liquid level gauges in which conventional gauge glass is used. 
Historically, the properties of glass have been accepted, but there have been recent advances in technology 
allowing us to create type of glass material that is resistant to alkaline corrosion.
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LUKING-AR® GLASS - continued

Our innovative glass solution, LUKING-AR, is glass 
containing several oxides to improve its 
resistance to alkalis. 

These include zirconia, rare earths and alumina, 
all of which are highly resistant to dissolving, and 
maintain this property when incorporated into 
glass. 

LUKING-AR also contains properties found in 
regular glass such as heat stability and 
mechanical strenght, allowing it to be used for 
industrial applications.

Features of LUKING-AR Glass

Alkali Corrosion Resistance

Our tests have shown that LUKING-AR glass has excellent alkali corrosion resistance, and shows a reduction in 
alkali corrosion of 800 times in the case of alumino silicate glass, and 1,750 times in the case of borosilicate 
glass.

 Test condition: Fluid NaOH 300mg/l, 50kgf/cm², 262 C x 5 hours 
 (corrosion resistance test using JIS B8211 autoclave)
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LUKING-AR® GLASS - continued

Mechanical Strength and Heat Resistance

The bending strength of LUKING-AR Glass is 270 N/mm² (27 kgf/mm²), making it stronger than conventional 
glass.

The maximum service temperature is 500°C, giving it better heat resistance than conventional glass
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BN200 Series Model Ordering Guide

BN : Boiler Bi-Color Gauge
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